
spirituality

April 2022～March 2023

Watch mukkuri (a kind of mouth harp) music and 
traditional Ainu dance̶designated as Important 
Intangible Folk Cultural Properties in Japan̶
together with other traditional Ainu performing 
arts recognized by UNESCO as elements of 
intangible cultural heritage.

kamuy symphonia

Cultural Program
"upaskuma"

Experience Ainu culture through upaskuma (passing down 
of wisdom) covering life in a kotan (traditional Ainu village) 
and songs and dances that have been passed down 
through the generations.

Plants in Ainu Life
"cikuni oruspe"

Walk among the trees that surround the kotan (traditional 
Ainu village) as you find out about how Ainu people use 
plants in their clothing, food, housing and rituals, along 
with stories about the trees.

Ainu Language Program
"aynuitak ari a=yr ro"

Learn everyday phrases in Ainu, along with the proper 
pronunciation. You'll even receive a free gift!

Cook and eat an Ainu dish made with seasonal ingredients. With friendly 
staff on hand, even kitchen novices and children can get in on the fun.

See demonstrations and exhibitions of all kinds 
of traditional Ainu crafts. The craftspeople will 
tell you about their crafts while they work.

Family Program
"Pon Theater"

Discover the relationship between the Ainu and the kamuy 
(spirit-deities) and enjoy learning about Ainu lives past and 
present through a paper theater show.

Discover the sound of the tonkori zither and learn the 
basics of how to play.

* Some activities included in ikarkar=an ro are free of charge.

July 16-August 28,2022

November 1,2022-March 31,2023

9:00 am - 8:00 pm

9:00am - 5:00 pm

Weekdays: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Weekends and national holidays : 9:00 am-8:00 pm

9:00 am - 6:00 pmApril 1-April 28, 2022

April 29-July 15,2022
August 29-October 31,2022

""

* 

Reserving a timed-entry pass for the museum is recommended. Scan this QR code for more details.

* Please note that the format of some exhibitions may have been altered 
in order to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Revised November 2022

Open on May 2, 2022 and March 20, 2023



Watch mukkuri (a kind of mouth harp) music and 
traditional Ainu dance̶designated as Important 
Intangible Folk Cultural Properties in Japan̶together with 
other traditional Ainu performing arts recognized by 
UNESCO as elements of intangible cultural heritage.

* Tickets for reserved seating are 
required (issued on the day)

Wheelchairs, strollers, umbrellas

Offers a range of original Upopoy 
merchandise, items featuring park mascot 
TureppoN and Hokkaido souvenirs in addition 
to snacks and some everyday items.

Admission to some facilities may be restricted during busy times.
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